Introduction
In this paper, using ergodic properties of subgroup actions on homogeneous spaces of Lie groups, we study the asymptotic behavior of the number of lattice points on certain affine varieties. Consider for instance the following: Example 1. Let p(X) be a monic polynomial of degree n 2 2 with integer coefficients and irreducible over Q. Let M, (Z) denote the set of n x n integer matrices, and put V,(Z) = {A E M,(Z) : det( X I -A) = p(X)).
Hence Vp(Z) is the set of integral matrices with characteristic polynomial p(X).
Consider the norm on n x n real matrices given by I(z,)/ and = dm, let N(T, V, ) denote the number of elements of V,(Z) with norm less than T .
THEOREM Suppose further that p(X) splits over R, and for a root a 1.1. ofp(X) the ring of algebraic integers in Q(a) is ~ [ a ] .
Then, asymptotically as T -m , where h is the class number of Z[a], R is the regulator of @a), D is the discriminant of p(X), w, is the volume of the unit ball in Rn(n-1)/2, and A(s) = 7 r -s r (~) C ( 2~) .
Example 1 is a special case of the following counting problem which was first studied in [DRS] and [EM] The counting problem. Let W be a real finite dimensional vector space with a Q structure and V a Zariski closed real subvariety of W defined over Q. Let G be a reductive real algebraic group defined over Q, which acts on W via a Q-representation p: G --+ GL(W). Suppose that G acts transitively on V. Let 11 . 11 denote a Euclidean norm on W. Let BT denote the ball of radius T > 0 in W around the origin, and define the number of integral points on V with norm less than T. We are interested in the asymptotics of N(T, V) as T -+ co. We use the rich theory of unipotent flows on homogeneous spaces developed in [Marl] , [DMl] , [Ratl] , [Rat2] , [RatS] , [Rat4] , [Shall and [DM31 to obtain results in this direction.
Let I? be a subgroup of finite index in G(Z) such that W ( Z ) r c W(Z).
By a theorem of Borel and Harish-Chandra [BH-C] , V(Z) is a union of finitely many I?-orbits. Therefore, to compute the asymptotics of N(T, V), it is enough to consider each I?-orbit, say 0, separately and compute the asymptotics of Suppose that C3 = vo . I? for some vo E V(Z). Then the stabilizer H = {g E G: vog = vo) is a reductive real algebraic Q-subgroup, and V " H\G.
Define RT = {Hg E H\G: vog E BT), the pullback of the ball BT to H\G.
Assume that Go and H0 do not admit nontrivial Q-characters. Then by the theorem of Borel and Harish-Chandra, I?\G admits a G-invariant (Borel) probability measure, say p~, and (rnH)\Hadmits an H-invariant probability measure, say pff. Now the natural inclusion (I? The following result was proved in [DRS] ; subsequently, a simpler proof appeared in [EM] .
1.2.
(equivalently, H is the set of fixed points of an involution of G, and G is Qsimple). Then asymptotically as T --+ m,
THEOREM Suppose that V is afine symmetric and I? is irreducible
Translates of homogeneous measures. For any g E G, let p~g denote the translated measure defined as p~g ( E ) = ~H ( E~-' ) , for all Bore1 sets E c r \ G .
Note that p~g is supported on .rr(H)g. A key ingredient in the proofs of Theorem 1.2 in [DRS] and [EM] is showing that if H is the set of fixed points of an involution of G, then for any sequence {gi) C G such that {Hgi) has no convergent subsequence in H \ G , the translated measures p~g i get 'equidistributed' on r \ G as i -+ oo;that is, the sequence {pHgi) weakly converges to p~. The method of [DRS] uses spectral analysis on r \ G , while the argument of [EM] uses the mixing property of the geodesic flow. However, both methods seem limited essentially to the affine symmetric case. It should be remarked that for the proof of Theorem 1.2 one needs only certain averages of translates of the form p~g to become equidistributed. Motivated by this approach to the counting problem, we study the limit distributions of translates of homogeneous measures. We show that under certain conditions if for some sequence {gi) we have l i m p~g i = v , then the measure v is again homogeneous. We give exact algebraic conditions on the sequence {gi) relating it to the limit measure v. Using this analysis, we show that the counting estimates as in Theorem 1.2 hold for a large class of homogeneous varieties. The following particular cases of homogeneous varieties, which are not affine symmetric, are of interest. We first place Example 1 in this context. Example 1, continued. Note that Vp(Z) is the set of integral points on the real subvariety Vp = {A E M,(R): det(XI -A) = p(X)) contained in the vector space W = M,(R). Let G = {g E GL,(R): det g = f1). Then G acts on W via conjugations, and Vp is a closed orbit of G (see [New, Th. 111.71) . Put
I? = G(Z) = GL, (Z). The companion matrix of p(X) is
The centralizer H of vo is a maximal Q-torus and HO has no nontrivial Qcharacters. We emphasize that H is not the set of fixed points of an involution, and the variety Vp = H \ G is not affine symmetric. Nevertheless, we show that N ( T ,Vp,I?vo) X H \~( R T ) . By computing the volumes, we obtain the following estimate:
1.3. less than T . Then asymptotically as T -4 oo, THEOREM Let N(T,Vp) be the number of points on Vp(Z) of norm where cp > 0 is an explicitly computable constant.
We obtain a 'formula' for calculating cp; for the sake of simplicity, we calculate it explicitly only under the additional assumptions on p(X) of Theorem 1.1. See [BR] for some deeper consequences of the above result. Remark 1.5. In some ranges of p, q, m, n this formula may be proved by the Hardy-Littlewood circle method, or by O-function techniques. Using our method one also obtains asymptotic formulas for the number of points in the individual orbits rJi. Remark 1.6. In the case m > q, the asymptotics of the number of integer points does not agree with the heuristic of the Hardy-Littlewood circle method, even if the number of variables mn is very large compared to the number of quadratic equations m(m + 1)/2. The discrepancy occurs because the null locus {X: X A t X = 0) does not contain a nonsingular real point (cf. [Bir, Th. 11) and so the 'singular integral' vanishes.
Limiting distributions of translates of homogeneous measures.
The following is the main result of this paper, which allows us to investigate the counting problems. The result is also of general interest, especially from the viewpoint of ergodic theory on homogeneous spaces of Lie groups. (i) There exists co E G such that p is a ~~-~L~-i n v a r i a n t measure supported on r(L)co. I n particular, p is a homogeneous measure.
(ii) There exist sequences { y i ) c and ci -+co i n G such that yi-lHyi c L and Hgi = Hyici for all but finitely many i E N. Thanks to this proposition, we can apply the well-developed techniques of unipotent flows to study limit distributions of translates of homogeneous measures, and eventually to the problem of counting lattice points on homogeneous varieties. It is of interest to note that much of the motivation for the extensive study of the behavior of unipotent flows on homogeneous spaces came from number theory. The celebrated Oppenheim conjecture, which was proved by G. A. Margulis in [Marl] , concerning values of irrational indefinite quadratic forms at integer vectors, had led M. S. Raghunathan to formulate his conjecture concerning the closures of unipotent orbits. The Raghunathan conjecture as well as a measure theoretic version of it (conjectured by S. G. Dani and by G. A. Margulis) were proved in M. Ratner's seminal work refer the reader to the ICM addresses of Margulis [Mar2] , Ratner [Rat5] , and S. G. Dani [Dan2] , and a survey article of Bore1 [BorS] for a discussion of these and related questions.
In order to be able to apply Theorem 1.7 to the problem of counting, we need to know some conditions under which the sequence { p H g i ) of probability measures does not escape to infinity. Suppose further that G and H are In the general case, we obtain the following analogue of Corollary 1.10. We note that the condition that H is not contained in any proper Q-parabolic subgroup of G, is also equivalent to saying that any real algebraic Q-subgroup L of G containing H is reductive. For applying this result to the counting problem, we need to know that averages of translates of the measure p~ along the sets RT become equidistributed as T tends to infinity; i.e., we want the set of 'singular sequences', for which the limit measure is not G-invariant, to have negligible 'measure' in the sets RT as T --+ oo. This does not hold when the sets RT are 'focused' along H \ L (C H\G): Definition 1.14. Let G and H be as in the counting problem. Note that since L is reductive and defined over Q, we have that r ( L ) is closed in r \ G . In particular, (Z(HO) n r ) L is closed in G. Also HOZL = zL for any z E Z(HO). Now since C is compact, the set qH((Z(HO) n r ) L C ) is closed in H\G.
Now if the focusing of {RTn) does not occur, then using Corollary 1.13 we can obtain the following analogue of Corollary 1.10: 
For Examples 1 and 2 considered above, in Section 6 we will illustrate the use of Theorem 1.16 by verifying the nonfocusing of {RTn). We note that the nonfocusing assumption in Theorem 1.16 is not vacuous. In Section 7, we consider an example, where a sequence { R T n ) is focused and the counting estimate is different from what is predicted by Theorem 1.17.
In the above setup one is required to verify the condition of nonfocusing in Theorem 1.16 separately for each application of the result. From our examples, it seems that the process of computing volumes of RT itself shows how to verify the focusing condition.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we prove Proposition 1.8, and describe the results of M. Ratner classifying measures invariant under unipotent flows. In Section 3, we loosely follow some ideas and methods developed by S. G. Dani and G. A. Margulis to study behavior of the translated orbits .ir(H)g in r\G near images of certain algebraic subvarieties of G. The main result of this section is Proposition 3.13, which gives a condition in terms of an appropriate representation space which holds when the limit measure p is not the G-invariant measure. In the course of completion of the proof of Theorem 1.7 in Section 4, we develop a general method to derive ergodic theoretic information from the above mentioned condition. The counting Theorem 1.16 is proved in Section 5.
We would like to thank M. Burger, S. G. Dani, G. A. Margulis, G. Prasad, M. Ratner, Z. Rudnick, and P. Sarnak for useful discussions. We also thank the referee for valuable suggestions leading to significant improvement in the readability of the paper. Parts of this work were carried at MSRI, University of Chicago, Princeton University, Institute for Advanced Study, and Stanford University. We would like to acknowledge their hospitality. (2) For every h E H(Q), there exists k E N such that {pi(h): i E N) c G (~z ) .
Invariance under unipotents and Ratner's theorem
(3) For any sequence hi -+ e in H, all the eigenvalues for the action of Ad(pi(hi)) on the Lie algebra of G tend to 1 as i --+ oo.
(4) For any regular algebraic function f on G, the functions f o pi span a finite dimensional space of functions on H.
(5) For all i E N, pi(A) c I?.
Let n-: G -+ I'\G be the natural quotient map and p~ denote the G-invariant probability measure on r \ G . For each i E N,let pi denote the pi(H)-invariant probability measure on r(pi(H)). Then pi 4 p~ weakly as i --+ oo.
Remark 2.1'. By property ( 5 ) , the map n-o pi: H --+ r \ G factors through the canonical map Ti: A\H -+ r \ G for all i E N. Let p~ denote the H-invariant probability measure on A\H. Then pi = ( T~) * (pH), the pushforward of p~ under ;.ri for all i E N.
It is straightforward to verify that the maps pi(h) = yi-lhyi satisfy the properties (1)- (5) Let t E R. By property (3) of the maps pi, Ad(exptY) is a unipotent transformation. Put hi = exp(tXi), for all i E N. Then as i + co, Thus p = , uexp(tY), and the conclusion of the proposition holds (cf. [Moz] ). If the condition in equation (3) does not hold, the set {Dp,(X): i E N) is relatively compact in g for all X E fj.
Since H is a connected real algebraic group defined over Q,by weak approximation (see [PR, Th. 7.7] ), H(Q) is dense in H. Hence there exists a finite set S c f~ and the subgroup generated by exp(S) is Zariski dense in H.
Take any h E exp (S) . Then the set D = {p,(h): i E N) is relatively compact, and by property (2) of the maps p,, there exists Ic E N such that D c G (~z ) . Since G (~z ) is discrete, D is finite. Hence, by passing to a subsequence, we get that p,(h) = pJ (h) for all i, j E N and h E exp (S) . Since the group generated by exp(S) is Zariski dense in H, this shows that p, = p, for all i, j . Now by property (1) of the maps p,, we have p,(H) = G for all i E N. This contradicts the hypothesis of the proposition, and the proof is complete.
This proposition allows us to use the nice algebraic behavior of unipotent flows in our investigation.
Ratner's theorem on measure rigidity of unipotent flows. To study the measure , u as in Proposition 2.2, we reformulate Ratner's description [Rat31 of finite ergodic invariant measures for the actions of unipotent subgroups on homogeneous spaces of Lie groups.
Let G be a Lie group, r a discrete subgroup of G, and T: G + r \ G the natural quotient map. Let 3-1 be the collection of all closed subgroups F of G such that F nr is a lattice in F and the subgroup generated by unipotent oneparameter subgroups of G contained in F acts ergodically on T(F)2 (Fnr)\F with respect to the F-invariant probability measure. is closed in r \ G . Moreover in this case the action of U on r ( F ) g is ergodic with respect to a finite g-lFginvariant measure.
Note that for every F
As a consequence of this lemma,
Remark 2.6. Let G and be as in Remark 2.3, and g E G(Q). Then
Ratner's theorem [Rat31 states that given any U-ergodic invariant probability measure on r \ G , there exists F E 3-1 and g E G such that p is 9 -l~~-invariant and p (~( F ) g ) = 1. Now decomposing any finite invariant measure into its ergodic component, and using Lemma 2.5, we obtain the following description for any U-invariant probability measure on r \ G (see [MS, Th. 2.21):
THEOREM 2.7 (Ratner) . Let U be a unipotent one-parameter subgroup of G and , u be a finite U-invariant measure on r \ G . For every F E 3-1, let p~ denote the restriction of , u on T ( N ( F , U )\ S ( F , U ) ). Then p~ is U-invariant and any U-ergodic component of , uĩs a g-lFg-invariant measure on the closed orbit 7r(F)g for some g E N(F,U) \ S ( F , U ) . In particular, for all Borel measurable subsets A of r \ G , where If* c If is a countable set consisting of one representative from each r-conjugacy class of elements in If.
Local behavior of translates of H-orbits
In this section we study the following situation: we have a relatively compact open set R c H with a probability measure v such that the measure pv on R extends to a Haar measure on H, where p is a continuous function which is bounded above and below by strictly positive constants on 0. Given a sequence {gi) c G, we have maps +i:
for all Borel sets E c r \ G . Suppose that vi + p in P ( r \ G ) and p is invariant under some nontrivial unipotent one-parameter subgroup U of G.
We want to analyze the case when the limit measure p is not the Ginvariant measure. By Ratner's description of p as in Theorem 2.7, there exists a proper subgroup F E If, eo > 0, and a compact set Cl c N ( F , U) \ S(F,U ) such that p(7r(C1)) > EO. Thus for any neighborhood Q, of 7r(C1), we have v(4i1(Q,))> eo for all large i E N; that is, the image of R 'spends a fixed proportion of time in @'. To investigate the behavior of the maps q5i near r ( N ( F , U) \ S(F, U)), we follow the methods of Dani and Margulis as in [DM31 (cf. [Shall) . This involves constructing a linear representation of G associated with F as follows.
Linearixation of neighborhoods of singular subsets. Let F E If. Let g denote the Lie algebra of G and let f denote its Lie subalgebra associated to F . For d = dimf, put VF = /Idg, the d-th exterior power, and consider the linear G-action on VF via the representation /Id Ad, the d-th exterior power of the Adjoint representation of G on g. Fix p~ E /Idf\ {O), and let 7~: G + VF be the map defined by qF(g) = p p . g = p p . (/Id Adg) for all g E G. Note that PROPOSITION 3.1 ([DM3, Th. 3.41) . The orbit p~ . is discrete in VF.
Remark 3.2. In the arithmetic case described in Remark 2.3, the above proposition is immediate. Now let U be a unipotent one-parameter subgroup of G. Let the notation be as in the previous section. First we recall a version of [DM3, Prop. 3.21 . 
Note that the inverse image of AF in VF is A F .
For every x E r\G, define the set of representatives of x in VFto be Using Lemma 2.5 and Proposition 3.3, we get
R e p (~( g ) )
fl AF = r g n AF PF ' g ,
p~.
=
We extend this observation in the following result (cf. [Shal, Prop. 6.51) .
([DM3, Cor. 3.51).
T h e n for any compact set K c X \ r ( S ( F , U ) Proof. Let C be a finite collection of linear functionals on VF such that
By Proposition 3.6, there exists M > 0 such that for any interval J of length at most So ( n , A) and $I E E (n,A ) ,
Then Q is a neighborhood of C contained in a.
Hence by the choice of M > 0 and since
From this, equation (5) follows.
The following result is one of the main components of our proof of Theorem 1.7. Similar results for unipotent trajectories were obtained in [DMl] , [Shall, [DM3] 
I{t E I : ~( 6 ' ( t ) )
Proof. Let a compact set D c AF be as in Proposition 3.7. Let Q, be a given neighborhood of D in VF.We replace by a smaller neighborhood of D, and by Proposition 3.4, the set Rep(x) n Q, contains at most one element for all x E K. By the choice of D there exists a neighborhood !P of C contained in Q, such that equation (5) holds. Now put vt. e ( I ( t ) )c and vt. B ( I ( t ) )6 a.
Put Z = { I ( t ) : t E E ) . Then for any Il E Z and s E Il n E , we have I ( s ) = I l . Therefore for any t l ,t 2 E E , if t l < t 2 then either I ( t l ) = I ( t 2 )or I ( t l )n I ( t 2 )c ( t l , t 2 ) . Hence any t E I is contained in at most two distinct elements of Z. Thus Now by equations (5) and ( 7 ) ,for any t E E , Therefore by equations ( 8 ) and ( 9 ) ,we get which is condition 2 for 2~in place of E .
Case of higher dimensional trajectories. To obtain a higher dimensional analogue of Proposition 3.8, we need the following results:
Let m E N. Let S be the unit sphere in Rm centered at 0 and let a be a rotation invariant measure on S . which is a contradiction and the proof is complete.
In the next proposition we obtain the basic property regarding the dynamical behavior of E G ( m ,n, A)-type trajectories (cf. [Sha2, Prop. 5.41 in the case of polynomials of several variables). ( S ( F , U ) 
Put

A = U ( t o + A x . x ) . X E C
Then A is a measurable subset of B . By the polar decomposition of B with to as a pole, Now possibility 3 follows from equations (14)and (15)and the assumption that possibility 1of the proposition does not hold. This completes the proof.
In the proof of Theorem 2.1, we need the following consequence of Proposition 3.12.
PROPOSITION 3.13. Let m , n E N and A > 0 be given. Let B be a ball of diameter at most So = So(n,A) (see Prop. 3.6) (N(F,U) )) > 0 and X ( r ( S ( F , U ) There exists a compact set K c X \ r ( S ( F ,U ) Note that for each h E H, there exists a finite sequence {hj)5,0 c H such that ho = e, h, = h, and I{t E B: hj-1O(t) E hjO(B))I > EIBfor 1 5j 5 r. Now for each i E N, we apply the above Theorem for 4 = O,h' and K = K j to obtain Kj+1 = K' such that $(Kj+1) > 1 -E, where KO = {~( e ) } and 0 5 j 5 r. In particular, x:(K,+~) > 1-E for all i E N.
Any compact subset of H is covered by finitely many sets of the form hO(B), where h E H . Therefore by Remark 2.1' there exists a compact set K' c r \ G such that pi(K1) > 1 -E for all i E N. Now by passing to a subsequence, there exists a probability measure p on r \ G such that pi + p weakly as i + co.
By Proposition 2.2, p is invariant under a nontrivial unipotent one-parameter subgroup, say U , of G. By a version of Ratner's Theorem as in Theorem 2.7, there exists F E 7-l such that ~( T ( N ( F , U))) > 0 and p ( r ( S ( F , U))) =
0.
Since H(Q) is dense in H, a given compact subset of H can be covered by finitely many open sets of the form hO(B) with h E H(Q). Therefore by passing to a subsequence, there exists h E H(Q) such that {A: ) converges weakly to a probability measure Ah and x~(T (N(F, U) Since p~y . G (~z )
is a discrete subset of VF and Q1 is bounded, by passing to a subsequence, we may assume that p~ . ~i~i ( s ) .
for a11 i E N, s E C.
= p~y 1p 1 (~) ,
Therefore by the choice of C, for all w E R', . pi ( w ) = P F Y. p1(w) , for all i E N.
Since H(Q) is dense in H and hO(B) is open in H, equation (17) holds for all w E hO(B)
. Now putting w = e in equation (17), we get pFyi = p~y l . Thus
. PI (g) c @i, for all i E N, g E hO(B).
Since n g l Q i = D, we have that
Therefore by Zariski density of hO(B) in H and Proposition 3.3,
Replacing F by y l -l~y~, we obtain that
for all i E N.
Since H is a connected real algebraic group, each pi(H) is an irreducible real subvariety of G. Therefore if pi(H) c S(L, U) , then pi(H) c N(L1, U) for some L1 E 3-1 with L1 c L and dim L1 < dim L. This contradicts the choice of Let q,: P ( r \ G ) + p(r\G)be the pushforward map induced by q from the space of (Borel) probability measures on r \ G to that on p\G. This map is continuous with respect to the topologies of weak-star convergence on both the spaces. Let pi = q*(pi) and ji = q,(p). Then pi is the pi(H)-invariant probability measure supported on F(pi(H)),and Pi -+ P.
L. Hence pi(H) S(L, U). Thus pi(H(Q))\S(L, U) is Zariski dense in pi(H). Let w E pi (H(Q))\ S(L, U). By
Since U c F and dim U > 0, we have that dim G < dim G. Therefore to prove the theorem by induction on dimG, we can assume the validity of the theorem for G in place of G. Therefore ji is the G-invariant probability measure on p\G. Since F = ker4 and , u is F-invariant, we have that p is G-invariant. This completes the proof of the theorem.
Remark 4.1. From the above proof, it follows that G contains a normal subgroup F f X such that G = HF.
Applications to the counting problem
In this section we deduce the consequences of Theorems 1.7 and 1.9, and prove the counting Theorem 1.16. First we need some lemmas.
Let G, H, and L be connected real algebraic groups such that H c L c G.
In view of Theorem 1.7, we want to understand the set Z(H,L) nr,when G, H and L are defined over Q.
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose that at least one of G, L and H is reductive. Then Z(H,L) is a union of finitely many closed double cosets of the form Z ( H ). g .L, where g E Z(H,L).
Proof. Observe that Z(H, L) is a real subvariety of G. Therefore it has finitely many closed connected components. Take any g E Z(H, L). Put H1 = g-I ~g . . Then by equations (21) and (22) 
Now the result follows.
Proof of Corollary 1.13. By Theorem 1.9, after passing to a subsequence, {~~g i ) converges weakly to a probability measure p on r \ G . By Theorem 1.7, after passing to a subsequence, there exist a Q-subgroup L' of G containing H and sequences {y,!) c r nZ(H,L') and c: + cb such that Hgi = Hy,!c!,,for all i E N. Since H is not contained in any proper Q-parabolic subgroup of G, we have that L' is reductive. By Lemma 5.2, after passing to a subsequence, there exist y E Z ( H ,L) n and a sequence {yi) c Z ( H )nr such that y,l = yiyL1for all i E N. Put L = y~' y -l ,co = ycb and ci = yc; for all i E N. Then H c L, We use dominated convergence theorem to justify the interchange of limits. Now
Since E is arbitrary, the proof is complete. As we observed before, this completes the proof.
. Examples
Given a "counting problem", i.e., the problem of estimating the number of lattice points on a homogeneous variety V = pG as described in the introduction, in order to apply Theorem 1.16 we need to:
1. Verify that the centralizer Z(HO)of the component of the identity of the stabilizer is anisotropic over Q; that is, r(Z(HO))is compact.
2. Verify that for any sequence Ti+ cm, the sequence {RT,) in H \ G of pull backs of balls of radii Tiaround the origin is not focused (see Definition 1.14).
In this section we verify these conditions for the examples discussed in .the introduction and complete the proofs of the counting estimates given there.
Example 1.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let D be the centralizer of vo in Mn(R). Since the eigenvalues of vo are distinct, D is an abelian algebra of dimension n. Also D has a natural Q-structure, and hence Q-dim(D(Q)) = n.
Let a be a root of p(X). Then (1,a , . . . ,an-') is a Q-basis of the field Q(a). The multiplication by any x E Q(a) can be expressed as a matrix Cx with respect to this basis. Since C, = vo, we have that Cx E D(Q) for all x E Q(a). By dimension considerations, the linear map C: Q(a) -+ D(Q) is an isomorphism of algebras over Q. Let Norm: Q(a) + Q be the norm map. Then Norm(x) = det(Cx) for all x E &(a).
Let H be the stabilizer of vo in G. Then H = D n G. Hence H(Q) = ker(1 Norm I). Also CP1(H(z))is a subgroup of finite index in the group of units in Q(a). Since the units in Q(a) form a lattice in the group of unit norm elements, we have that H ( Z ) \ H is compact. Hence H0 is Q-anisotropic. Since the dimension of H is n -1, we have that H0is a maximal connected real torus in G defined over Q. Since a maximal Q-torus of a proper Q-parabolic subgroup admits nontrivial Q-characters, H0 is not contained in a proper Q-parabolic subgroup of G.
Thus in order to apply Theorem 1.16 to complete to proof of the present theorem, it remains to compute the volume growth of the pullback sets RT, and to verify that they are not focused.
Reduction to the diagonal case. Suppose that p(X) has r > 0 pairs of complex conjugate roots, say XI, XI,. . . ,AT, X,, and s > 0 real roots, say p1,. . . ,p,.
Then 2r + s = n. Suppose that Xk = xk + iyk, where xk, yr, E R, 1 5 k 5 r .
There exists go E G such that (26).
1
Since M normalizes N , we have that G = HIB N K . Now let XH1iG be the G-invariant measure on H1\G such that for any f E C,(H1\G), where dn and dk are Haar integrals on N and K , respectively, b as in equation (26), and each dai is the Lebesgue integral on R.
Coordinate description of R;. Note that R$ corresponds to the set
If we express b-lulb = diag(z1, . . . ,zr+,), then by equation (24), where b = (al? a1-l, . . . ,ar, aT-l, 1,.. . , I ) .
As in equation (25), for n = (nu) E N ? if we express n-I = (nij) E N , then where fij depends only on {nkl: k < 1 and 1 -k < j -2).
NOW if we express n-l (bP1vl b)n = (~~j )~, j =~, , , , ,~+~, then where
Aij depends only on {zk: 1 < k 5 r + s ) U {nkl: k < 1 and 1 -k < j -i ) .
Thus R$ corresponds to the set As we mentioned earlier in the introduction, for the sake of simplicity we assume that all roots of p(X) are real and ~ [ a ] is the ring of integers in Q(a), where p ( a ) = 0, and give a formula for c,.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let XG and AH be any Haar measures on G and H, respectively. Let XHiG be the G-invariant measure on H \ G such that for any f E Cc(G), if we put f (~~) = JH f(hg)dXH ( and each dxi is the Lebesgue integral on R. Put HI = D n G. Fix a Haar integral da on H1 such that dx = t-ldtda, where x = tllna, t = I det XI, and a E HI. Let K = O(n) and N be the group of upper triangular unipotent matrices in GL,(R). Let dk be the Haar integral on K such that JK ldk = 1.
Let dn = n,,j dnij be the Haar integral on N , where n = (nij) and dnij is the Lebesgue integral on R. In view of the Iwasawa decomposition G = K N A , the integral dg = dkdnda is a Haar integral on G. We choose XG such that dXG(g)= dg on G. Let go E G such that H1 = go-lHgo. We choose AH such that under the Adgo action the Haar integral dXH on H maps to the integral da on HI.
Volume computations. Using [Terra, Ex. 21, Eqn. 4.40, Th. 41, we deduce that (32) cG = 24,-1) fi A(k/2), where A(s) = iiST(s)<(2s).
k=2
Since we assume that Z[a] is the ring of integers in Q(a), we have that C-'(H(z)) is the group of units in Q(a). By [Lang, Sect. V.l, p. 1101 , if R is the regulator of Q(a), then Since all roots of p(X) are real, we follow the computations in the proof of Theorem 1.3, and obtain asymptotically as T + 0 where D = nifjp i -p j 1 is the discriminant of p(X) and { p l , . . . ,pn) are the roots of p(X).
By [New, Th. 111.141 , the number of distinct I?-orbits in V,(Z) is the class number, say h, of Z [a] .
Thus by equations (31), (32), (33) where Ho E SO(Jo) and Mo E SO(m). In particular T(z(H')) is compact.
In order to apply Theorem 1.16, it remains to show that the pullback sets {RT) are not focused, and to calculate their volume growth.
Let 1 9 denote the Cartan involution B(g) = tg-'. Let K = {g E G: B(g) = g). Then K is a maximal compact subgroup of G and M c K. Let a be the involution of G = SO(A) defined by Note that 80 = 08. Also the fixed point set of a is H = H M . Thus H is an affine symmetric subgroup of G. There exists an R-split torus A such that a ( a ) = a-l = 8(a) (Va E A) and G = HAK (see [Sch, Ch. 71) . Thus H \ G / K Z M x A. As we shall see, the nonfocusing of the sets RT will follow from the fact that they grow at the same rate in all directions of A.
A-root-space decomposition of Lie(G). Let r = min(rn, q). Write matrix of the quadratic form A as where J1 is a diagonal matrix with A1 in each diagonal entry and I is the identity matrix. Note that in the above matrix, and all that follows, the first and the third columns are r elements wide, and the second column is n -2r elements wide. Then ~i e (~) is : : ) : t = ( t l . . . ,t ) E RT, At = diag(tl, . , tr) 6 = { = ( E t 0 AtE where E is a matrix with 1 in each anti-diagonal entries and 0 elsewhere. Put
where X, and the Y , are arbitrary, the Zi E 50(E),and W E so(J1). Thus the positive roots C+(g, 6) obtained by diagonalizing 6 on g are given by:
( l l i < j l r ) ti ( d i m g p = n -2 r ) (1 < i I r ) .
Therefore the half sum of the positive roots is T (37)
Haar measure on H\G. We will use a formula for a G-invariant integral d(Hg) on the symmetric space H\G (see [Sch, Th. 8.1.11): where ii+ is the positive (closed) Weyl chamber in 6, a(&) = (cash P(Ht))qp n(sinh ~( i t ) )~' , P p runs over the positive roots C+(g, a), and dimgp = pp + qp.
Since H = H M , using the above formula a G-invariant integral d(Hg) on H \ G is given by As t -+ +oo, both sinht and cosh t are asymptotic to (112) (38) and (37), asymptotically
This proves the claim.
Nonfocusing of the sets RT. Let P = {p E G: B(p) = p-l). By Cartan decomposition, G = P K and K f l P = {e). Write g = pk for p E P and k E K . Then gl = p2 E P .
But M n P = {e). Therefore gl = e, and hence 0 = 0'. Thus O(L) = L and the claim holds. 
Then by equation (41) Next we consider the distribution of the subset p . I ' C V. Let (1. // be a Kinvariant norm on W. Then for T > O we have RT = {Hg E H\G: //p.gll < T).
Put L = SL2(R). Then L is a Q-subgroup of G containing H with no nontrivial Q-characters. We will show that for any sequence Tn -+ cm, the sequence {RT,) is focused along L.
Coordinate description of RT. Since RT is K-invariant, it can be treated as a subset of H\G/K. Since G = H U K , we can use U E Q1 as the coordinate space for H\G/K. We identify U with JR2 by the mapping (x, y) +-+u(x + iy).
Thus we can identify RT with a subset of JR2.
LEMMA 7.1. In the EX2-coordinates RT = {(x,y): f (x,y) < T2), where ,2,3) , and the big 0-terms in the definition off are sums of squares of monomials.
Proof. Since (zl, 22) . u(w)-l = (zl,z2 -wzl), if w = x + iy, then Since the given norm on W is K-invariant, the distinct weight spaces are orthogonal. Therefore the norm can be expressed in the form where the A, , ' s are positive constants. The conclusion of the lemma follows from equations (42) T-cc VO~(%)
Proof. We have (x,y) E R& ===+ y 2 M (~2 + c3x2) < T~-c1x2. Thus as T -w, and the limit is finite because M 2 2.
In terms of the U x K-coordinates on H\G, the G-invariant integral is given by d(Hg) = du dk, where du is the Lebesgue integral on U "I Ft2 and dk is a Haar integral on K.
LEMMA7.3. For
T >> 1, V O~~\~( R T ) = O(T). Also for every E > 0, there exists c, > 0 such that lim sup VO~H\G(RT n {YI > c,}) &.
T-cc VO~H\G (RT)
Proof. For lyl >> 1, y2M-2 is dominated by y2M, and x2Y2M-2is dominated by x2y2M.Thus, in this region, R&is an excellent approximation to RT. Hence the conclusion follows from Lemma 7.2. For g E G, consider the corresponding decomposition g = hqk, where h E H, q E exp(qnp), and k E K . Then h, q, and k are uniquely determined by g up to the transformation (h,q, k) +-+(hm, Ad m(q),m-lk), where m E H n K . Let M = K n H and let T: K --+ M \ K be the natural quotient map. There exists a submanifold K' of K such that e E K', T is a local diffeomorphism on K t , and T(K') has full K-invariant measure on M \ K . 
(Z). n=O
Write Y = r w in polar coordinates, where r > 0 and w E S1-', the unit sphere in p n q. For w E SZ-l,let v,(w) and Wi(w) be the eigenvalues and eigenvectors, respectively, of adw E End(g). Since all vectors in p n q are semi-simple, we can choose the vi and Wi to depend continuously on w. By equation (54) + Adq(X))) belongs to some E(nl,A'), where n' and A' can be chosen independent of w. Therefore r1 times the Jacobian determinant S(r,w) belongs to E ( n ,A), for some n and A independent of w.
Note that in the polar coordinates, the integral d(Hg) on H \ G as i n equation (53) Proof. In view of Lemma A.2, it is enough to show the following: Let So be as in Proposition 3.6. Then for all A 5 r 5 A +So and f E E ( n ,A),
Since we can make the change of variable x + x + A, we may assume A = 0. We may also assume that f is the maximum at r on [0, So] . Now equation (57) follows from Proposition 3.6.
Shape of RT in (r,w, k)-coordinates. We are given a linear representation of G on a vector space TRN, a vector vo E TitN whose stabilizer is H, and a norm 1) . 11 on TRN which may not be K-invariant. Proof of Lemma A.4. We will prove both the statements simultaneously. First we need to define Xmax(w)= max{Xi(w)), (Xi are as in equation (59)). Since all norms are equivalent, there exist constants cl, c2 such that cles"a~(w) 5 1 1ẽs*~(w)ui(w) . = T < c2es*m"(w).
This implies that if the region ST(k) is not star-shaped, say a ray hits the boundary dST(k) at two points p -C e S~" ( w ) u i ( w ) -k 
/ Ce(r(w,*,r)+ri)*i(w)kuill > -~~ ( 8 ) with g(0) = 1, g'(0) > 0, and g(P) > 1 if 0 < P < c3 (c3 is defined in equation (64)).
Assuming this for now, we immediately see that ST(k) is star-shaped for sufficiently large T: since by equation (65) if 0 < p < cg, while by equation (64) this is the only range where coincidence may occur. Also equation (65) shows that, because ST(k) is star-shaped, .(w, k, T) + P 2 r(w, k, g(P)T).
Since g is increasing near p = 0, for u; near 1 we can determine p by requiring g(P) = u;. Thus for sufficiently large T , and for u; near 1,
